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A NEW MERSENNE PRIME

W. N. COLQUITT AND L. WELSH, JR.

Abstract. The number 2 -1 is a Mersenne prime. There are exactly two

Mersenne exponents between 100000 and 139268, and there are no Mersenne

exponents between 216092 and 353620. Thus, the number 2 -1 has been
verified as the 30th Mersenne prime in order of size.

The Mersenne numbers M = 2P - 1 have been studied since antiquity. One

reason for their importance is that (2P~X)M is a perfect number whenever

M is prime. Earlier research resulted in the discovery of all prime M with

p < 100000 [8, 10].   In addition to these 28 primes, Slowinski found that

M\ 32049   and  M216091   are Prime-

With the aid of the NEC SX-2 computer at HARC a systematic search for

Mersenne primes M with p in the intervals 100000 < p < 139268 and

216090 < p < 353620 resulted in the 31st discovery of a Mersenne prime.

This new Mersenne prime, Mx 10503, is the 29th in order of size. It is not known

whether a Mersenne prime exists in the interval 139268 < p < 216090. Every

previously known Mersenne prime was verified during this search procedure,

which also showed that MX32m is the 30th Mersenne prime in order of size.

The use of the NEC SX-2 for the Mersenne prime number search was justified

as a hardware verification.

The initial step in the search procedure involved trial division. Trial division

is used to reduce the computational effort associated with the Lucas-Lehmer test.

Prime divisors of 2P - 1 must have the form 2kp + 1 (where fc=l,2,3,...)

and simultaneously one of the forms 8«±1(« = 1,2,3,...). With the help of

these facts, all potential M were trial factored, where 100000 < p < 524288

with 2kp + 1 as shown in Table 1. Steve McGrogan [6] supplied the factors

2kp + 1 < 248 for 100000 < p < 103000. Guy Haworth has provided us
with a complete copy of his data base of residues (see below) and factors for

1 < p < 100000 [2]. This preliminary step of trial factoring established the

compositeness of 57.8% of the potential Mp .
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For all potential M which cannot be factored using the preliminary factor

process described above, the primality is determined using the Lucas-Lehmer

test [5]. The Lucas-Lehmer test states that M is prime if and only if M

divides up_2, where «0 = 4 and «(. = ut_x - 2 for i > 1. The remainder

when u 2 is divided by Mp is called the Lucas-Lehmer residue for p . The

residue is zero if and only if M   is prime.

A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was used to accelerate the squaring oper-

ation, which is the most time-consuming step of the Lucas-Lehmer test [3].

The standard FFT described in [9, Chapter 12] was adapted for supercomputer

implementation. Adapting the 1-dimensional FFT was necessary since efficient

vectorization requires a memory stride for 64-bit double-precision floating-point

variables no greater than 2, and requires vectors to be as long as possible.

Trigonometric array values were precomputed in quadruple precision to guar-

antee double-precision accuracy. Loops were split to isolate strides greater than

2, thus allowing remaining loops to reach full memory bandwidth. The real and

imaginary components of the transformed data were stored in separate linear

arrays to reduce memory stride. The use of the FFT speeds up the asymptotic

time for the Lucas-Lehmer test for M from 0(p3) to 0(/?2 log/? log log/?) bit

operations. An FFT containing 8192 complex elements, which was the mini-

mum size required to test MiX0503, ran approximately 11 minutes on the SX-2.

The discovery of MmsQ3 (January 29, 1988) has been confirmed [1, 6, 7,

11, 12]. However, some legitimate skepticism must be attached to the claim

that there are no Mersenne primes in the range 216092 < p < 353620. This is

because any error in the hardware or software would almost certainly produce

an erroneous residue and lead to the conclusion that M is composite. To

address such skepticism, each step of the Lucas-Lehmer test was verified by a

process similar to "casting out nines". The base used for verification was 2 ,

since 16 bits were used in each floating-point array element. For p > 278528

the array used by the FFT had 21 elements, each containing 16 bits, hence

the radix 216 digits were summed modulo 21 - 1. For /?< 278528 the array

used by the FFT had 214 elements, each containing 17 bits, and checksum

arithmetic was done with modulo 217 - 1. The correctness of each squaring

operation was checked by verifying that the square of the sum of the digits was

congruent to the sum of the digits of the square modulo 21 - 1 (or 2 - 1).

The probability that an error would go undetected is only about 2_1 . Over

a three-year period, this comparison has resulted in one hardware error per

annum. In addition, both software and hardware have been tested by favorable

comparison of our results with the reported low-order 15 bit Lucas-Lehmer

residues for p < 100000 [2,4,6], Some of the low-order 15 bit residues are

given in Table 2. This extensive testing and comparison of results implies that

the probability of error is quite small, but nonzero.
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Table 1

Factoring depth

Range of p 2kp+\
100000 <p< 103500 48 bits

103500 <p< 229836 47 bits

229836 < p < 270000 41-48 bits
270000 < p < 300000 47 bits

300000 <p< 355036 44-50 bits

355036 <p< 521244 44 bits
521244 <p< 524288 47-50 bits

Table 2

Example residues

(The full 1Mb ASCII database is available from c46walt@harc.edu.)

P
(decimal)

Residue
(octal)

43067 21556
139199 75436
179717 51223
200231 11161

255709 15275

312581 06462
384301 34001
421493 23673
459649 21173
524269 70207
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